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This session: Landscape questions

● What is planned at other ground/space telescopes, including non-AO 
exoplanet science (transit, PRV/EPRV, µlensing, astrometry)?

● What are 8-10m telescopes' roles in preparing for / supporting / 
leading science when upcoming facilities are in operation (ELTs, 
space-based observatories)?

● What emerging AO technologies or exoplanet/high-contrast-related 
science instruments (including general-purpose LGSAO, ASM, 
interferometry) are coming/compelling?
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This session: Organization

(1) Overviews from 3 facilitators, with input from all of us.

(2) Parallel sessions: discuss/answer the 3 questions, recording in this 
slidedeck.   Also in doing so, groups should consider their needs for

● high-contrast at lam/D (interferometry) and wider (AO), and
● non-high-contrast: (E)PRV, transit, microlensing, and wide field

The 3 groups will then reconvene & share results with the larger group.
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(1) What is planned at other telescopes, 
including non-AO exoplanet science 

(transit, PRV/EPRV, µ-lensing, astrometry)?
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(2) What are 8-10m telescopes' roles in 
preparing for / supporting / leading science 
when upcoming facilities are in operation 

(ELTs, space-based observatories)?
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(1) What is planned at other ground/space telescopes, including non-AO exoplanet 
science (transit, PRV/EPRV, µlensing, astrometry)?

Census of AO capabilities provided by Peter W.: are we missing anything?

PRV/EPRV: see tables below, is this complete? NASA/NSF EPRV initiative will likely set in motion multiple 
mid-scale projects over the next decade. Other than KPF (optical) and HISPEC (nIR), what new 
capabilities could Keck provide that are both relevant and unique? E.g. diffraction limited visible (E)PRV? 

Transit facilities on ground and in space: many small facilities. Keck most relevant for spectroscopy 
follow-ups (mid to high spectral resolutions). Could Keck play a role as a discovery machine? Need high 
precision photometry and wide field (reference stars), speed, cadence.

Microlensing: lots of ground-based networks + Roman. Does Keck need to enter this soon crowded field 
or focus on follow-ups at high angular resolution (resolve lens/source at small angles, potentially high 
contrast)?

Astrometry: GAIA and Gravity. Anything else? Gaia in particular will provide tons of follow-up opportunities 
for direct detection/characterization techniques at Keck. Should Keck invest in Gravity-like capabilities, 
resurrect interferometry (classical delay lines are gone)? 6

(2) What are 8-10m telescopes' roles in preparing for / supporting / leading science 
when upcoming facilities are in operation (ELTs, space-based observatories)?



AO Landscape
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AO Landscape
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ELTs & Space
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List of RV spectrographs (S. Leifer)
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On 6-30 meter class telescopes



List of active transit facilities from NASA exoplanet archive 
(J. Christiaensen)
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RV sensitivity vs calibration technique (C. Bender)
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KPF



ELT Instrumentation Roadmap
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● Direct imaging:
○ What is the role for Keck with GPI2 and SCExAO coming soon?  Emphasize 3-5um? 

High-contrast LGS?
○ If the number of imaged/imageable planets increases by 2025, having duplicated capabilities 

(with GPI2, etc.) is not a problem.
○ With the 39-m ELT, what are the axes that Keck can excel?  Cadence, surveys, others?
○ PSI on TMT would likely be no sooner than 2037.
○ ASM on a 10m telescope will help some but not enormously (~1-2 mag reduction in 

background will only translate to slightly lower planet masses).  Also will still be insufficient 
compared to a 30m with almost any AO system.

○ Technology development for ELT seems like a rich area.
○ Pushing to shorter wavelengths is interesting for circumstellar disks. Both getting color info 

and the smaller IWA are compelling. 

(1) Notes: What is planned at other ground/space telescopes, including non-AO 
exoplanet science (transit, PRV/EPRV, µlensing, astrometry)?

(2) Notes: What are 8-10m telescopes' roles in preparing for / supporting / leading 
science when upcoming facilities are in operation (ELTs, space-based observatories)?
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● (E)PRV:
○ Relevance of Keck and current RV instrumentation program in the global context of 50+ RV facilities.
○ Analogy to ground-based transit surveys where only a few became really relevant (WASP, HAT).
○ 10 cm/s will require 10-meter class facilities for V>6-7

■ Cadence on ELTs will be challenging, and aperture advantage may be blunted by target sample 
size that requires advantage

○ Input from the decadal, likely to strongly support EPRV as precursor/preparatory science for LUVEX. 
Reference target list needed.

○ NSF/NASA initiative: build many visible (red optical) fiber-fed compact spectrographs fed by AO on 
3-meter class telescopes. Keck may not be the best place for implementing this, but why not? E.g. if 
we find out that R>300,000 is needed (also needed for transit/combined light spectroscopy of 
Earth-size planets). 

○ Instrumental precision likely not the bottleneck, stellar activity is.
○ Dedicate one of the telescopes to RV surveys if national priority (LUVEX)?

● Having an AO port for demonstrating photonics-based guest instruments would facilitate advances
○ New, dedicated NGS platform for demonstrating AO technology needed for ELTs?

● Transits:
○ PLATO (follow-ups needed), ARIEL (characterization of full system, target vetting)
○ Follow-up confirmation (FP), RV followups, transit spectroscopy (high res, high SNR)
○ KWFI (U band), provides FoV for photometric references
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● Microlensing:
○ Follow-ups to resolve lens/source system (high angular resolution)
○ Demand will likely increase dramatically with Roman, but we need to do homework on detailed 

needs
○ Targets likely faint and require LGS
○ Some of the Roman discoveries will likely be close enough for some sort of characterization 

(?)
● Astrometry:

○ Gaia + Direct imaging follow-ups for characterization (mostly/only giant planets)
○ Gaia + RV: RV to discover inner planetary systems
○ Ohana - GRAVITY-like instrument combining four 8-10m telescopes + TMT, but need to 

articulate science cases
● Roles of 8-10 meter in a 30-meter era, lessons from Palomar:

○ D^4: P3K was first ExAO system but couldn’t compete with larger apertures (SPHERE/GPI)
○ Pathfinder demonstrations (e.g. PARVI), proving ground
○ Find niche applications enabled by unique technology (e.g. SIGHT), photonic lanterns?
○ Making targets list for larger future telescopes
○ Long-baseline interferometry: better angular resolution than 30-meter class telescopes



(3) What emerging AO technologies or 
exoplanet/high-contrast-related science 
instruments (including general-purpose 

LGSAO, ASM, interferometry) are 
coming/compelling?
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(3) What emerging AO technologies or exoplanet/high-contrast-related science instruments 
(including general-purpose LGSAO, ASM, interferometry) are coming/compelling?

Session Goal 1) Create a list of emerging AO technologies for 
exoplanet/high-contrast science and consider prioritization 
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● Adaptive secondary mirrors
● Next generation DMs
● Photonics (e.g. photonic lanterns for focal plane WFS)
● Machine learning for wavefront sensing
● High contrast imaging and spectroscopy at ~10μm
● Heterodyne interferometry



(3) What emerging AO technologies or exoplanet/high-contrast-related science instruments 
(including general-purpose LGSAO, ASM, interferometry) are coming/compelling?

Session Goal 2) Identify emerging AO-fed/high-contrast instruments at other 
observatories that will affect strategic planning for Keck
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● VLTI/GRAVITY
● VLT/MUSE
● VLT/ERIS
● VLT/NEAR
● ELT/METIS
● ELT/HARMONI



(3) What emerging AO technologies or exoplanet/high-contrast-related science instruments 
(including general-purpose LGSAO, ASM, interferometry) are coming/compelling?

Summary of discussion: (see tinyurl.com/exokeck for complete notes)

● Take a fresh look at interferometry at Keck and Mauna Kea
● Consider how sky-time can be made available for technology development, while 

acknowledging the tension between engineering and science needs 
○ E.g. a pick-off to provide light to tech demos during science time
○ To what extent should the two Kecks diverge in terms of their focus areas? E.g. could Keck II focus 

more on high contrast technology development?
○ Achieving ambitious high contrast science goals with the TMT requires ambitious technology 

development at Keck, e.g. 100X contrast improvements by the 2030s
● There are opportunities for ground-based AO systems to demonstrate technology 

required for space-based high contrast imaging 
● Visible wavelength AO (especially in the post-HST era) will enable new science
● Pushing higher strehls at higher sky coverage enables non-exoplanet science cases
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http://tinyurl.com/exokeck

